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Risk Management

potential loss as many potential losses 

are large but are quite predictable 

management techniques.

management are to ensure that the 

consistent with the Bank’s strategies 

and risk appetite, and that there is 

an appropriate balance between 

shareholder returns.

carried out by a bank, but is managed 

and related controls.

The Bank’s mission with respect to risk management is to enhance its risk 

management capabilities, culture and practices so as to be in line with internationally 

accepted standards and practices. This mission is to support the Bank’s vision 

within the entire Bank which attempts to coordinate risk management duties to 
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market, liquidity and operational risks. 

including but not limited to reputational, 

legal, regulatory, etc. Success in Risk 

an integrated approach, ensuring 

guided by the Board Integrated Risk 

Management Committee (BIRMC).

Amãna Bank has adopted an Integrated 

policies and procedures is to manage 

its management on a regular basis, 

at minimum on a quarterly basis. 

Integrated Risk Management is a set 

by a risk-aware culture and enabling 

technologies that improves decision 

mitigation. The risk management policies 

and procedures, among other matters, 

address:

i. a system to aggregate overall risk 

on risk appetite

iii. risk measurement approaches such 

testing and scenario analyses

iv. capital maintenance considering 

v. capital allocation to businesses and 

products in order to optimise risk 

additions

vi. disaster recovery and contingency 

plans.

includes a strong risk culture, a well-

developed risk appetite articulated 

through the Risk Appetite Statement, 

management in particular and control 

 Risk Appetite

Risk Threshold

Risk Tolerance

tolerance to accept risk. The subsequent 

to its business strategy and to its ability 

quantitative indicators on all risk 

adequacy level, risk limits, earnings 

single borrower limits, liquidity gap, 

etc.) and embedded qualitative aspects 

in its policies and procedures (such as 

assessment criteria). The Bank’s risk 

policy and risk limits are designed to be 

operate the Bank’s integrated 

risk management process and is 

Bank has developed a risk management 

Accord, which provides guidance to 

the overall risk management goals 

and strategy. This risk management 

the Bank’s integrated risk management 

approach to the management, 

way that people and processes ensure 

that business activities provide an 

risk management are to ensure that the 

consistent with the Bank’s strategies and 

risk appetite. The Bank’s enterprise-wide 
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Risk

 

RiskManagement Committee 

(BIRMC) and Senior 

Management

Management Techniques

Appetite

Risk Management Framework

The Bank has in place a strong risk 

on the need, to assess the Bank’s 

risk, liquidity risk and operational 

risk on resources, earnings and cash 

proactively managing risks supported by 

making, capital allocation and is central 

to embedding risk management in 

business decisions and risk reporting 

across the Bank.

A strong and pervasive integrated 

risk management culture provides a 

standards and management philosophy.

The risk governance structure at Amãna 

and Management committees:

 Board Integrated Risk Management 

Committee (BIRMC)

 Board Audit Committee (BAC)

 Board Credit Committee (BCC)

 

Risk Management
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 Operational Risk Management Committee (ORMC)

 Management Audit Committee (MAC)

 

 IT Steering Committee (ITSC)

each business line and subsequently to the business unit. The Board is assisted by a 

Roles/Responsibilities

 Review and approve risk appetite

 

BIRMC  

against same

 

as ratings or earnings-volatility targets with senior management 

management policies and procedures throughout the Bank

 

appropriate systems and tools

and Senior 

Management 

 

 

 

business strategy and capital capacity

 Oversee monitoring and reporting around the risk appetite process

 Align business lines and goals within the risk parameters

 Communicate risk appetite

 Promote risk culture

 

processes

 

Business/

Heads

 

outlook

 Align risk policies, processes and limits used in managing day-

to-day business operations with the metrics contained in the risk 

appetite statement

with the risk-ownership concept under 

the Basel III Accord, the Bank’s strategy 

to manage various risks is structured 

below:

1ST

UNITS

assume primary responsibility in their 

analysing risks and shortcomings, 

instituting regular controls, monitoring 

and reporting procedures and taking 

appropriate action, they are in the best 

position to mitigate or avoid risks. The 

and responsibility to manage the risks 

2ND

UNITS

Management Team and the Risk Control 

Committees, including other control and 

Compliance and Sharia Supervision. 

implementation. Other controlling and 

monitoring departments are responsible 

to develop guidelines in managing risks 

controlling/monitoring departments 

they provide support to the risk taking 

units and initiate changes to policies and 

procedures.
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3RD LINE OF DEFENCE: INDEPENDENT 

ASSURANCE

whose roles and responsibilities under 

the risk management policy are to 

provide independent assurance to the 

has been implemented with integrity.

The Bank has been continuously 

leveraging the risk management system 

resources and skills (reduction in 

manual operations)

ii. reduce potential losses with 

enhanced risk management and 

control over risk appetite.

iii. adhere to regulations that may 

iv. enhance strategic decision-making 

v. enhance product and services 

losses due to risk events.

setback in social and economic 

environments which entailed prudent 

risk management measures to be 

adopted in line with market conditions 

overcome the challenges posed. In 

strengthen the risk based culture by 

applying the robust risk management 

managed the risks by working closely 

with the business units at every stage 

appropriate credit risk and operational 

risk management tools, the Bank 

level below the industry average and 

worked towards strengthening the Risk 

process.

In order to provide assurance that 

support all its business and risk taking 

Capital Adequacy Assessment Process 

(ICAAP) in accordance with the Basel III 

risk-management techniques to ensure 

adequate capitalisation on an on-going 

basis.

ICAAP guides the minimum internal 

years via a comprehensive risk 

practices towards material risks and 

ICAAP document and submit the same 

document and met the said requirement.

Capital Requirement Under Basel III

Minimum Requirement covered under 

been complied with, which required 

Amãna Bank is maintaining the capital to 

billion.

reviewed by the ICAAP process which 

assesses the risks that are not covered 

in the Pillar I in order to meet the capital 

prepared in line with Basel III capital and 

assessed under various stress scenarios 

is spearheaded by the Management 

departments.

Risk Management
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ICAAP report helps the Bank meet the 

i. ensure that the Bank is adequately 

capitalised beyond the minimum 

regulatory capital requirements 

under Pillar I at all times;

ii. ensure a comprehensive coverage 

not only the Pillar I risks but also 

other risks that are covered under 

Pillar II and Pillar III. Further, the 

ICAAP document shall also aim 

to address inadequacies in risk 

through related risks categories 

standardised approach).

risk management processes so 

management to assess the risks that 

are inherent in their activities and 

are material to the Bank on an on-

going basis.

overall capital adequacy in relation 

v. enable the Bank to withstand 

adverse business conditions by 

stress scenarios.

business decisions and budgets, day-

to-day activities such as evaluating 

individual credit decision process 

the Bank.

vii. embark upon a continuous process 

techniques, policies, processes, 

the Bank.

in 2020 with additional analysis on 

operating under the ongoing pandemic.

SOURCES OF CAPITAL AND CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT

sources will include equity via rights 

issue and private placements.

The Bank having raised equity capital 

the regulator’s current minimum capital 

enabled the Bank to support its current 

continuing to maintain its regulatory 

capital adequacy ratios at a healthy 

level well above minimum requirement. 

Supplemented by sustained growth 

options to comply with this requirement 

adequate to support the planned capital 

up to the mid-term, subsequent to 

Following the third successive dividend 

to its shareholders in 2020, the Bank 

consideration the Bank’s earnings, 

investment requirements and other 

STRESS TESTING

Stress testing is an important risk 

management tool that enables a bank 

tolerance levels and generate strategies 

stress testing practices enable the 

Board and Senior Management to 

Bank’s risk appetite, business strategies 

and contingency plans.

related to minimum capital requirements 

mandates that banks undertake stress 

Approach (IMA) to determine market 

ratings-based (IRB) approaches to 

Basel Accord related to the supervisory 

review process (SRP) mandates that 

banks undertake general stress tests. 
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Compliance with Basel III requirements 

help banks to correctly assess risk 

and develop plans to reduce their 

actual losses. The internally developed 

scenarios shall include economic 

be a prolonged recession, to assess its 

ability to withstand and mitigate such 

scenarios. These scenarios have been 

applied in Bank’s ICAAP, annually.

Sensitivity and Scenario Analyses

methodologies such as sensitivity 

and scenario analyses to ensure that 

its stress testing is comprehensive. 

Sensitivity analysis estimates the impact 

Supervisory Review and Evaluation

and evaluated annually. The Bank is 

required to take action to improve its 

capital or risk management processes in 

order to address any adverse scenario 

impact conducted through stress testing.

RESPONDING TO THE COVID-19 

PANDEMIC

In early 2020, the coronavirus pandemic 

(Covid-19) severely impacted countries 

around the world, causing enormous 

challenges to the economies as all 

industries underwent an unprecedented 

economic downturn. This resulted in a 

global recession as the pandemic which 

many advanced economies which 

adopted various austerity measures and 

debt issues, unemployment and housing 

market bubbles.

More proactively, the Bank undertook 

comprehensive stress testing to 

pandemic. The scenario was also 

incorporated into the ICAAP analysis in 

order to assess the impact that might 

the economic slowdown.

tests on, but not limited to, liquidity 

management/deposit concentration, 

regulatory and otherwise. As countries 

virus and begin to use recommended 

to mitigate any possible impacts to the 

overall operations.

Overview

its contractual obligations to the Bank. 

acceptance, etc. within the agreed 

tenure and in the agreed currency.

Credit Risk generates the largest 

Bank. The Bank manages the Credit 

 

 

and probable losses

 

by prudently managing risk in the 

industry/sector/individual customer 

is minimised

 ensure that all requirements as per 

regulatory guidelines are maintained 

and all related party transactions 

are monitored and reported to 

the relevant authorities as well as 

policies and guidelines are set and 

reviewed regularly to meet the 

Following are the main elements through 

Credit Policies and Guidelines

a Credit Procedure Manual which are 

reviewed regularly. These documents 

disciplines to actively manage the credit 

Risk Management
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set acceptable risk parameters, set 

authorities and the guide to post-

accommodated. The policy guidelines 

credit risk, which is spelt out in the 

Credit Risk Policy ensuring stringent 

pre/post credit risk management in 

guidelines.

Structured Standardised Credit

Credit proposals are prepared in pre-

such as credit ratings, collateral and 

covenants, and credit approval based on 

and ensuring the purpose, establish 

ethical standards and records. Where 

or speculative or where the purpose/

ensuring that risk considerations shall 

considerations.

A pricing mechanism is in place that 

higher risks are compensated by higher 

returns, based on risk based pricing. The 

reviewed as set out in each approval 

and as per credit procedure guidelines. 

The Bank obtains collateral as a possible 

option. These are obtained based on 

policy and collateral guidelines, which 

in turn are set according to regulatory 

guidelines on collateral.

The Bank seeks to use collateral, where 

assets. The collateral comes in various 

receivables, inventories, other non-

at a minimum, at inception and based on 

the Bank’s approved valuation policy. To 

which do not have a readily determinable 

market value are valued using models.

estate, is valued based on data provided 

by third parties such as independent 

Bank’s policy is to sell the repossessed 

assets at the earliest possible 

opportunity. Such collateral repossessed 

are held on a memorandum basis 

without derecognising the underlying 

receivable.

The BIRMC has been delegated with the 

overall risk including credit risk. At an 

lying with the relevant business units 

and makes recommendations on credit 

policies, prudential limits on sector 

in order to make improvements.

delegated approval authority to the 

ensure accountability and mitigate any 

Prudential Limits

The Bank continuously strengthens its 

understand any emerging risk trends, 

align its credit risk appetite to its 

risk based business decision-making. 

products, geographies and trends in 

NPA.
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where the internal limits are more stringent than the limits set by the regulator, which 
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Portfolio Management

regular reviews and interactions with 

accommodation is amended to insulate 

Exposure by Sector

 Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

 Construction

 Consumption 

 Financial Services

Services

 Other Services

 Tourism

 Transportation and Storage

 Wholesale and Retail Trade

 

 

Exposure by Product

 Others

 Term Financing

 Trade Finance

Risk Management
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In addition, stress tests and scenario 

analysis are carried out to assess the 

recommendations to restructure the 

stage through regular interactions with 

business units, enabling management 

to take action as appropriate. In 

addition, a post-approval hindsight 

out by an independent committee which 

reports to BIRMC with appropriate 

recommendations. All monitoring reports 

are submitted regularly to the respective 

credit committees and BIRMC.

Developments in 2020

 

Authority within the Credit Risk 

approval process whilst being more 

underwritten.

 The centralised Credit Administration 

and control in preparing and 

a separate dedicated Credit 

Administration procedure manual 

as all the procedures are now being 

the Bank.

 

too was reviewed to be in line with 

timely credit.

 Covid-19 pandemic impacted the 

too, with lockdowns compelling 

communication and approvals to 

geographies and who were in need 

Bank approved concessions in a 

timely manner. These approvals 

the systems completing customer 

requests within the mandated 

timelines.

 
Exposure by Segment

 Consumer

 Corporate

Banking sector NPAs continued to rise 

present condition will have on the 

 

who were accommodated with 

moratorium and other concessions 

by the Bank during the Covid-19 

situation to ensure commitments 

support was required to intervene 

and partner in business revival.

 

teams were restricted due to 

the pandemic situation and also 

because market conditions impacted 

businesses which restricted hard 

recovery, the remedial division 

continued to pursue on recovering 

long overdue balances and 

customers who had minimal impact 
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module which can track collection 

end-to-end up to legal recoveries. 

This will immensely support the 

Credit risk, Business units, remedial 

to streamline the processes and 

thereby make a positive impact on 

 

Bank has been strengthened with 

additional resources to streamline 

engage remedial, legal and business 

units through regular meetings to 

which impact the recovery process.

engagement with the customers and 

implementing the above steps, the 

Bank’s Net NPA ratio was contained 

also stood below industry average. 

These results were achieved amidst 

demonstrate the Bank’s resilience to 
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Market Risk

risk category is provided below.

Type of 
Market 
 Risk

Rate Risk
Commodity 

Price Risk

Risk

Foreign 

Risk

Risk Management
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Rate Risk

prepayments.

Equity Risk

equity instruments and equity indices.

Commodity Risk

precious and base metals.

undertaken by the Bank’s Treasury, 

approved limit structure has been 

adopted by the Bank to mitigate and 

and the Management have ensured 

i. BIRMC reviews market risk policies 

and limits and approval is obtained 

treasury related policies and limits 

also takes place to ensure such 

policies and limits are in line with 

regulatory requirements.

accordance with the Board approved 

volatilities and/or correlations among 

asset classes. VaR is also used to 

is also an important and necessary part 

model.

Stress Testing

VaR measures potential losses in 

normally active markets. Accordingly, 

that abnormally large swings in market 

The stress testing programme is 

to stress tests on a periodic basis, 

The stress testing programme is an 

comprehensive risk management 

current VaR methodology and other risk 

measures and controls employed by 

the stress testing on an aggregate level 

quarterly basis.

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis assesses the 

shareholders’ equity. It is applied to each 

operations.

and BIRMC.

testing is conducted on a quarterly 

basis.

the Internal Measurement Approach 

to calculate Market Risk under Basel 

regulations. The Bank maintains quoted 

Comprehensive Income (OCI) and 

VaR methodology and also using other 

sensitivity analyses.

interval and time horizon. It is a 

loss that is derived by translating the 

common standard.

The Bank calculates general market 

historical simulation based on 365 

between reporting periods are generally 
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Gap Analysis

re-pricing dates.

Rate Risk Analysis

on accrual or reported earnings in the 

near term, measured by changes in 

value perspective involves analysing 

liabilities, their maturities and hedging 

decisions.

VaR Assumptions

The VaR that the Bank measures is an 

market risk positions were to be held 

a one day horizon, losses will be below 

the VaR limit on average under normal 

days.

Bank’s market risk management, VaR 

Risk Management

losses in stressed market situations.

  VaR of 

Foreign 

Exposures

Approved 

Loss Limits 

for FX 

Operations

VaR of Equity 

Portfolio

Approved 

Loss Limits 

for Equity 

Operations

2020 6.05 11.22 3.01  35

Average

4.14  3.88  

High 12.98 4.83

0.40 2.99

2019 1.07 7.27 3.57 35

Average

3.85  4.75  

High 9.12 5.46

0.28 3.55

correlations in currency price movements as well as changes in international market 

and also put it at a competitive disadvantage compared to its competitors.

to customer transactions and mismatches in balance sheet positions. In addition, 

transactions on a matching basis.
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the tables shown below:

As at 31 December 2020

Currency

Spot Forward

Net Open 

Position

Net Position 

Contracts

Overall 

Exposure in 

Respective 

Foreign 

Currency

Overall 

Exposure in 

Assets Liabilities Net Assets Liabilities Net

U.S. Dollar  40,656,177  (40,659,986)  (3,809)  125,550,000  (128,430,229)  (2,880,229)  (2,884,039)  -    (2,884,039)  (530,309,736)

Pound  Sterling  873,324  (837,205)  36,119  -    -    -    36,119  -    36,119  9,008,970 

Euro  219,038  (238,963)  (19,924)  -    -    -    (19,924)  -    (19,924)  (4,587,426)

Japanese Yen  16,862,180  (254,173)  16,608,007  1,200,000  (16,040,610)  (14,840,610)  1,767,397  -    1,767,397  3,208,292 

Indian Rupee  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Australian Dollar  95,279  (121,806)  (26,526)  -    -    -    (26,526)  -    (26,526)  (3,860,185)

Canadian Dollar  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Other Currencies  43,453,197 

Total Exposure  594,427,806 

Total Capital Funds as per 31.12.2020 Financial Statements 12,450,876,388

As at 31 December 2019

Currency

Spot Forward

Net Open 

Position

Net Position 

Contracts

Overall 

Exposure in 

Respective 

Foreign 

Currency

Overall 

Exposure in 

Assets Liabilities Net Assets Liabilities Net

U.S. Dollar 105,241,879  (41,851,442)  63,390,436  75,950,000  (139,171,992)  (63,221,992)  168,445  -  168,445  33,506,405 

Pound  Sterling  1,336,829  (1,269,335)  67,494  60,000  -  60,000  127,494  -  127,494  29,885,343 

Euro  457,480  (153,110)  304,370  -  (7,821)  (7,821)  296,549  -  296,549  60,307,702 

Japanese Yen  (965,123)  (2,610,599)  (3,575,772)  6,350,000  (1,049,718)  5,300,282  1,724,560  -  1,724,560  2,879,540 

Indian Rupee  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Australian Dollar  337,952  (1444,00)  193,953  -  -  -  193,953  -  193,953  24,665,490 

Canadian Dollar  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Other Currencies  60,442,534 

Total Exposure  211,687,013 

Total Capital Funds as per 31.12.2019 Financial Statements 11,833,327,210
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average middle rates.
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Risk Management

Equity Position Risk

trading and investment purposes. 

rate risks, credit spread and equity 

changes in individual equity prices. The 

is purchased with a view to hold them 

in the short term and equities where 

are purchased in order to hold them 

in the medium term. Recognition and 

and loss limits to control and mitigate 

conducts transactions only in white-

listed equities.
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Equity/Sector 2020

Total Cost as at 31 

December

Mark-to-Market Value as 

at 31 December

Maximum Exposure

Limit for Sector

                    25,029,418                            35,402,166                     52,500,000 

Consumer Staples                       5,002,930                              4,907,475                     87,500,000 

Industrials                           723,090                              1,028,970                     70,000,000 

Telecommunication Services                     22,190,680                            22,940,000                     87,500,000 

Sub Total                     52,946,118                            64,278,611  

Strategic Investments                   143,148,654                          288,998,226  

                  196,094,772                          288,998,226  

                   710,000,000 

 Equity/Sector  2019

Total Cost as at 31 

December

Mark-to-Market Value as 

at 31 December

Maximum Exposure

Limit for Sector

Construction                       5,640,000                              8,720,000                     52,000,000 

Beverage & Food                       6,543,300                              5,002,930                     52,500,000 

Trading                     37,452,822                            38,382,705                     52,500,000 

Telecom                     17,267,236                            19,885,964                     52,500,000 

Sub Total                     66,903,358                            71,991,599  

Strategic Investments                   184,685,504                          143,946,055  

                  251,588,862                          215,937,654  

                   710,000,000 
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Rate Risk

in accordance with the Board approved policies and limits, which are designed to 

liabilities on a monthly basis. The Bank’s rate risk is limited due to the business model 

However, rate risk is monitored by measuring the impact on rate sensitive maturity 

1 to 30

Days

1-3 3-6 6-9 9-12 1-3 3-5 5-10 10-15 Over 15

Scenario I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Scenario II (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00) (2.00)

Scenario III (1.50) (1.50) (1.25) (1.25) (1.00) 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50

Scenario IV 1.50 1.50 1.25 1.25 1.00 (1.00) (1.00) (1.25) (1.25) (1.50) (1.50)

Scenario V 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Risk Management
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the above scenarios:

2020  2019

Scenario Rate Risk Impact on CAR  Scenario Rate Risk Impact on CAR

Scenario I 189.76  Scenario I (106.72)

Scenario II (412.42) Scenario II 116.93

Scenario III 234.24 Scenario III (164.78)

Scenario IV (246.91) Scenario IV 166.32

Scenario V 48.42 Scenario V (246.16)

Contractual Basis

Scenario I (157.09)  Scenario I (280.1)

Scenario II 348.04 Scenario II 608.49

Scenario III (58.02) Scenario III (332.5)

Scenario IV 74.91 Scenario IV 351.96

Scenario V (40.25) Scenario V (1,259.58)

based on Behavioural and Contractual maturities are given in the table below:

 2020 2019

  

    189.76   (106.72)

  (157.09)   (280.10)

   

  

       41.69        12.44 

    (89.81)     (75.83)
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  Total Sensitive to 

Rates 

Assets       

 6,859,970,358  -  -  -  -  6,859,970,358 Yes

 10,759,959,266  380,975,982  144,759,833  79,342,168  45,433,314  11,410,470,563 Yes

Placements with Banks  551,519,350  11,028,837,371  -  -  -  11,580,356,721 Yes

 19,126,502  3,088,942,779  -  -  -  3,108,069,281 Yes

 21,620,938  206,894,206  -  -  -  228,515,144 Yes

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value  

55,921,805  -  -  -  -  55,921,805 Yes

Financial Assets at Amortised Cost - Financing 

and Receivables to Other Customers  11,790,207,138 

 

27,386,338,354 

 

13,315,526,727 

 

6,192,563,195  3,882,328,866 

 

62,566,964,280 Yes

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value 

through Other Comprehensive Income  -  -  -  -  291,991,226  291,991,226 Yes

Other Assets - Financial  294,713,609  719,697,962  34,065,630  -  -  1,048,477,201 Yes

Assets  -  -  -  -  2,354,607,910  2,354,607,910 No

Intangible Assets  -  -  -  -  257,240,323  257,240,323 No

Other Assets - Non-Financial  51,216,721  341,803,384  16,762,878  -  -  409,782,983 No

Total Assets  30,404,255,689  43,153,490,037  13,511,115,067  6,271,905,363  6,831,601,639 100,172,367,795  

  

Liabilities  

 1,967,893,100  -  -  -  -  1,967,893,100  Yes 

 52,645,467  59,236,378  -  -  -  111,881,845  Yes 

 

9,233,254,853 

 

43,526,777,193  16,575,803,718  9,065,910,613  5,152,494,611 

 

83,554,240,988  Yes 

 1,281,518,762  5,843,836  -  -  -  1,287,362,598  Yes 

 -  420,490,984  -  -  -  420,490,984  No 

 6,526,286  -  -  -  -  6,526,286  No 

 -  -  -  -  70,265,535  70,265,535  No 

 -  -  -  -  170,664,374  170,664,374  No 

 115,763,735  -  -  -  -  115,763,735  No 

Total Liabilities  12,657,602,203  44,012,348,391  16,575,803,718  9,065,910,613  5,393,424,520  87,705,089,445 

 

Maturity Gap  17,746,653,486  (858,858,354)  (3,064,688,650)  (2,794,005,250)  1,438,177,119  12,467,278,350 

Risk Management
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  Total  Sensitive 

to Rates 

Assets       

 6,859,970,358  -    -    -    -    6,859,970,358  Yes 

 11,410,470,563  -    -    -    -    11,410,470,563  Yes 

Placements with Banks  551,519,350  11,028,837,371  -    -    -    11,580,356,721  Yes 

 19,126,502  3,088,942,779  -    -    -    3,108,069,281  Yes 

 21,620,938  206,894,206  -    -    -    228,515,144  Yes 

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value  

55,921,805  -    -    -    -    55,921,805  Yes 

Financial Assets at Amortised Cost - Financing 

and Receivables to Other Customers

 

11,790,207,138 

 

27,386,338,354  13,315,526,727  6,192,563,195  3,882,328,866  62,566,964,280  Yes 

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value 

through Other Comprehensive Income

 -    -    -    -    291,991,226  291,991,226 

 Yes 

Other Assets - Financial  294,713,609  719,697,962  34,065,630  -    -    1,048,477,201  Yes 

 -    -    -    -    2,354,607,910  2,354,607,910  No 

Intangible Assets  -    -    -    -    257,240,323  257,240,323  No 

Other Assets - Non-Financial  51,216,721  341,803,384  16,762,878  -    -    409,782,983  No 

Total Assets  31,054,766,985  42,772,514,055  13,366,355,235  6,192,563,195  6,786,168,325 100,172,367,795 

Liabilities

 1,967,893,100  -    -    -    -    1,967,893,100  Yes 

 52,645,467  59,236,378  -    -    -    111,881,845  Yes 

 35,373,290,560  26,951,767,310  13,486,759,772  6,070,395,753 

 

1,672,027,593 

 

83,554,240,988  Yes 

 1,281,518,762  5,843,836  -    -    -    1,287,362,598  Yes 

 -    420,490,984  -    -    -    420,490,984  No 

 6,526,286  -    -    -    -    6,526,286  No 

 -    -    -    -    70,265,535  70,265,535  No 

 -    -    -    -    170,664,374  170,664,374  No 

 115,763,735  -    -    -    -    115,763,735  No 

 38,797,637,910  27,437,338,508  13,486,759,772  6,070,395,753  1,912,957,502  87,705,089,445 

Maturity Gap  (7,742,870,924)  15,335,175,547  (120,404,538)  122,167,442  4,873,210,823  12,467,278,350 
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Risk Management

 Total

         

Cash in Hand  3,630,767,643  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  3,630,767,643 

 10,729,153,485  73,718,015  79,653,822  85,739,015  88,968,562  75,263,016  76,239,443  201,735,205  11,410,470,563 

Banks and Financial 

Institutions  622,104,706  5,715,000,000  5,025,000,000  950,000,000  1,450,000,000  -  -  -  13,762,104,706 

228,515,144  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 228,515,144 

Investments 347,913,031  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 347,913,031 

 313,273,728  313,273,728  313,273,728  313,273,728  313,273,728  870,204,800  870,204,800  870,204,800  4,176,983,040 

Financing and Receivables to 

Other Customers  7,768,545,018  5,329,298,064  3,311,185,746  4,673,534,353  3,357,273,988  10,286,443,184  5,238,535,586  11,498,272,023  51,463,087,962 

 -  -  -  -  477,645,144  -  -  1,432,935,431  1,910,580,574 

Other Assets 900,497,393 114,439,551  15,393,903  15,393,903 575,184,916  62,403,628  - 2,847,308,021 4,530,621,315 

 24,540,770,149  11,545,729,358  8,744,507,199  6,037,940,999  6,262,346,338  11,294,314,628  6,184,979,828  16,850,455,479  91,461,043,979 

          

         

 1,042,168,119  1,042,168,119  781,626,089  521,084,060  521,084,060  -  -  1,302,710,149  5,210,840,596 

 1,422,958,208  1,462,581,114  1,413,307,957  1,413,537,260  1,421,022,046  7,261,232,174  7,248,103,668  8,431,982,798  30,074,725,224 

 1,967,893,100  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1,967,893,100 

 111,881,845  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  111,881,845 

 2,699,807,749  5,029,320,346  5,945,782,088  6,828,008,796  7,150,587,681  430,738,319  543,658,807  10,882,886,961  39,510,790,746 

 29,788,887  46,906,985  53,172,822  59,548,974  61,933,837  55,578,037  56,299,080  139,558,850  502,787,473 

Provisions Other than 

 745,207,721  20,141,511  453,074,318  133,487,321  442,390,790  1,042,092,856  300,269,589  275,787,120  3,412,451,226 

 1,570,211,154  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  1,570,211,154 

Receivables to Other 

Customers  593,135,962  1,186,271,925  1,779,407,887  1,779,407,887  1,779,407,887  -  -  -  7,117,631,547 

Acceptances  477,331,509  895,194,390  481,213,602  559,154,668  539,349,798  4,329,573  -  -  2,956,573,540 

Repo/Bills Rediscounted/

Swaps/Forward Contracts  (1,293,117,729)  449,920,212  1,086,482,353  (1,168,750,000)  1,794,598,242  (280,500,000)  -  -  588,633,078 

Others  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  11,937,963,358  11,937,963,358 

9,367,266,525  10,132,504,601  11,994,067,118  10,125,478,965  13,710,374,340  8,513,470,960  8,148,331,143  32,970,889,236 104,962,382,889 

          

 15,173,503,624  1,413,224,757  (3,249,559,919)  (4,087,537,966)  (7,448,028,002)  2,780,843,669  (1,963,351,315)  (16,120,433,757)  (13,501,338,909)

 15,173,503,624  16,586,728,381  13,337,168,462  9,249,630,496  1,801,602,494  4,582,446,163  2,619,094,847  (13,501,338,909)  
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 Total

         

Cash in Hand  461,823  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    461,823 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Banks and Financial 

Institutions  14,638,029  -    2,700,000  -    -    -    -    -    17,338,029 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Investments  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 7,382  7,382  7,382  7,382  7,382  20,506  20,506  20,506  98,430 

Financing and Receivables to 

Other Customers  10,858,020  4,734,499  1,035,368  4,749,642  394,497  3,099,575  1,391,562  380,118  26,643,282 

 -    -    -    -    20,872  -    -    62,617  83,490 

Inter Branch Transactions  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Other Assets  5,110  -    17,550  -    -    -    -    -    22,660 

 25,970,363  4,741,881  3,760,301  4,757,025  422,752  3,120,081  1,412,068  463,241  44,647,713 

 293,587  293,587  220,190  146,794  146,794  -    -    366,984  1,467,935 

 559,527  555,273  560,202  559,769  559,047  2,811,896  2,787,934  2,886,428  11,280,076 

 59,092  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    59,092 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 7,557,055  5,697,330  3,863,966  4,737,366  2,107,358  20,300  -    5,575,578  29,558,953 

Net Inter-Branch Transactions  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 54,319  41,845  29,608  35,450  17,845  18,954  18,658  56,631  273,310 

Provisions Other than 

 8,554  -    -    -    -    33,105  -    -    41,659 

 (16,572,894)  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    (16,572,894)

Receivables to Other 

Customers  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Acceptances  11,295,261  12,246,793  819,203  104,133  558,826  130,000  -    -    25,154,216 

Repo/Bills Rediscounted/

Swaps/Forward Contracts  6,905,479  (2,262,524)  (5,773,178)  6,250,000  (9,500,000)  1,500,000  -    -    (2,880,223)

Others  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    2,854,470  2,854,470 

Total (b)  10,159,979  16,572,304  (280,009)  11,833,512  (6,110,130)  4,514,254  2,806,592  11,740,091  51,236,593 

 15,810,384  (11,830,422)  4,040,310  (7,076,487)  6,532,882  (1,394,173)  (1,394,524)  (11,276,850)  (6,588,880)

 15,810,384  3,979,962  8,020,272  943,785  7,476,667  6,082,494  4,687,970  (6,588,880)
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Risk Management

 

      

Cash in Hand  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Financial Institutions  13,204,733,484  -  504,900,000  -  -  - 

 228,515,144  -  -  -  -  - 

Investments  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 4,176,983,040  -  -  -  -  - 

Financing and Receivables to Other 

Customers  6,757,544,617  5,849,833,738  4,619,257,879  5,394,076,640  4,946,490,872  7,402,133,014 

 -  -  -  -  190,351,815  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Other Assets  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Total (a)  24,367,776,285  5,849,833,738  5,124,157,879  5,394,076,640  5,136,842,687  7,402,133,014 

       

      

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

 27,205,965,514  105,580,729  56,307,573  120,558,536  238,782,613  237,447,638 

 3,764,221,922  6,924,300,874  8,238,992,657  19,196,794,344  251,053,242  360,499,388 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Banks  300,000,000  -  -  -  -  - 

 111,881,845  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

Provisions (Others)  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Capital  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Reserves  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Retained earnings  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

FRAs  (1,293,117,729)  449,920,212  1,086,482,353  625,848,242  (280,500,000)  - 

Total (b)  30,088,951,552  7,479,801,816  9,381,782,583  19,943,201,122  209,335,855  597,947,026 

       

 (5,721,175,267)  (1,629,968,078)  (4,257,624,703)  (14,549,124,482)  4,927,506,832  6,804,185,988 
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 Non Sensitive  Total 

        

 -  -  -  -  -  -  3,630,767,643  3,630,767,643 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  11,410,470,563  11,410,470,563 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  52,471,222  13,762,104,706 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  228,515,144 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  347,913,031  347,913,031 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  4,176,983,040 

 5,135,961,765  3,674,391,371  2,502,991,482  1,840,473,745  1,130,959,601  550,482,110  -  49,804,596,835 

 -  265,278,819  371,468,196  -  -  -  873,534,465  1,700,633,295 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  2,611,848,234  2,611,848,234 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  1,868,438,408  1,868,438,408 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  1,918,773,081  1,918,773,081 

 5,135,961,765  3,939,670,190  2,874,459,678  1,840,473,745  1,130,959,601  550,482,110  22,714,216,646  91,461,043,979 

        

        

 -  -  -  -  -  -  5,210,840,596  5,210,840,596 

 242,339,242  220,762,503  449,198,921  541,000,508  567,538,088  89,243,359  -  30,074,725,224 

 162,237,060  612,691,260  -  -  -  -  -  39,510,790,746 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  1,667,893,100  1,967,893,100 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  111,881,845 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  502,787,473  502,787,473 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  3,412,451,226  3,412,451,226 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  5,058,848,667  5,058,848,667 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  162,449,804  162,449,804 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  6,716,664,887  6,716,664,887 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  1,570,211,154  1,570,211,154 

 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  588,633,078 

 404,576,302  833,453,763  449,198,921  541,000,508  567,538,088  89,243,359  24,302,146,907  94,888,177,802 

        

 4,731,385,463  3,106,216,427  2,425,260,757  1,299,473,237  563,421,513  461,238,751  (1,587,930,261)  (3,427,133,822)
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 USD  USD  USD  USD  USD  USD 

      

Cash in Hand  -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

Financial Institutions  14,638,029  -    2,700,000  -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

Investments  -    -    -    -    -    -   

 98,430  -    -    -    -    -   

Financing and Receivables to Other 

Customers  10,775,815  4,734,984  1,035,368  4,750,128  394,497  1,692,263 

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

Other Assets  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Total (a)  25,512,274  4,734,984  3,735,368  4,750,128  394,497  1,692,263 

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

 11,107,341  124  5,054  8,521  23,289  12,867 

 8,049,675  6,841,759  5,380,921  6,324,237  2,933,361  29,000 

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

Banks  -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

Provisions (Others)  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Capital  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Reserves  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Retained earnings  -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -   

FRAs  6,905,479  (2,262,524)  (5,773,178)  (3,250,000)  1,500,000  -   

Total (b)  26,062,495  4,579,360  (387,204)  3,082,758  4,456,649  41,867 

 (550,221)  155,624  4,122,572  1,667,370  (4,062,152)  1,650,396 

Risk Management
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 Non Sensitive  Total 

 USD  USD  USD  USD  USD  USD  USD  USD 

        

 -    -    -    -    -    -    461,823  461,823 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    (0)  17,338,029 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    98,430 

 1,407,312  897,046  494,516  378,903  -    -    -    26,560,833 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    82,969  82,969 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    82,970  82,970 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    22,660  22,660 

 1,407,312  897,046  494,516  378,903  -    -    650,422  44,647,713 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    1,467,935  1,467,935 

 7,179  5,014  41,071  28,232  38,757  2,628  -    11,280,076 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    29,558,953 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    273,310  273,310 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    41,659  41,659 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    (1,403,698)  (1,403,698)

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

 -    -    -    -    -    -    4,258,168  4,258,168 

 -    -    -    -    -    -    (16,513,802)  (16,513,802)

 -    -    -    -    -    -    -    (2,880,223)

 7,179  5,014  41,071  28,232  38,757  2,628  (11,876,429)  26,082,377 

 1,400,133  892,032  453,445  350,670  (38,757)  (2,628)  12,526,850  18,565,336 
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Liquidity Risk

a timely manner without incurring high 

cost.

is essential in order to maintain 

and to enable business units to continue 

to generate revenue, even under 

adverse circumstances.

at least monthly to discuss the Bank’s 

Adequate liquid assets are maintained 

by the Bank to ensure that the Statutory 

in accordance with the regulatory 

include cash holdings, bank balances 

and short-term interbank deposits. The 

Liquid Assets to Liabilities Ratios
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Asset and Liability Maturity Gaps

The contractual and behavioural assets 

year are indicated below:

 Behavioural  Contractual

Asset and Liability Maturity Gaps  
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Over 5 

Years

Stress Testing

Stress testing is carried out based on 

Board approved stress testing guidelines 

and the results are reviewed by BIRMC 

upon the Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR). 

given below:

Particulars Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

 10  15  20 

 554,583,160  554,583,160  554,583,160 

 55,458,316  83,187,474  110,916,632 

12,450,876,388 12,450,876,388 12,450,876,388 

 12,395,418,072  12,367,688,914 12,339,959,756 

 71,646,116,975  71,646,116,975  71,646,116,975 

71,590,658,659 71,562,929,501 71,535,200,343 

 17.31  17.28  17.25 

 17.38  17.38  17.38 

 0.06  0.10  0.13 

Particulars Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

 10  20  30 

 207,948,843  207,948,843  207,948,843 

 20,794,884  41,589,769  62,384,653 

12,450,876,388 12,450,876,388 12,450,876,388 

 12,430,081,503  12,409,286,619  12,388,491,735 

 71,646,116,975  71,646,116,975  71,646,116,975 

71,625,322,091 71,604,527,207 71,583,732,322 

 17.35  17.33  17.31 

 17.38  17.38  17.38 

 0.02  0.05  0.07 

The Bank’s ability to maintain regulatory liquidity requirements is undertaken based 
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Management of Operational Risk

leading practices, operational risk in 

risk types: operations risk, legal risk, 

crime risk, people risk, property risk, 

risk and environmental risk. While the 

overall Operational Risk management 

and IT manage the individual risks, which 

internal controls and management 

processes that include risk assessment 

estimation), risk evaluation, reporting, 

mitigation, residual risk reporting and 

monitoring & control associated with 

the Bank’s business operations as an 

on-going activity. Operational Risk is 

recognised as a distinct risk category, 

which the Bank strives to manage 

within acceptable levels through sound 

operational risk management practices. 

The Bank’s approach to managing 

Operational Risk is to adopt practices 

organisational maturity and relevant 

business environments.

customise these to better suit the Bank’s unique model.

Their role is to monitor, manage and report on risks to ensure Operational Risk 
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As shown in the above diagram, 

risk management starts with risk 

on the Bank. Proper Operational Risk 

mitigate or control the risks, and ensures 

loss events.

have the potential to impact the Bank 

 

 

timely manner

 

 

 

to the Bank

Risk Control and Self-Assessments

supporting unit, product line or process 

introduce measures aimed at improving 

key risks - and measures introduced to 

unit being assessed (i.e. those who know 

the process best) with the guidance 

introduced to all Business and Support 

RCSA takes place via Operational Risk 

Management Committee. Further, regular 

Management and Board sub Committees 

process.

RCSAs will assist business and 

responsible. RCSA will also help to 

address those risks by evaluating 

necessary, establishing action plans to 

respective units, conduct the RCSA 

to the Management and Board Sub-

suggestions.

occurs. It serves as an early warning 

a periodic basis along with root cause 

breach, it is escalated to ORMC to 

oversee and recommend required 

through data collection are reported to 

board covering Credit Risk, Market Risk 

and Operational Risk is circulated to the 

historical data, scenarios, and potential 

assessment.
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Internal Operational Risk Events and 

Losses

events and losses to the Operational 

centralised database on all internal risk 

events and losses (both historical and 

various risk categories.

External Risk Events Data

Risk implication to the Bank are 

Operational Risk.

and assessed in the evaluation and 

initiatives such as new products, 

strategies, strategic partnerships and 

In line with Amãna Bank’s goal towards 

tools, the Bank has set up a dedicated 

Thus digitalisation enables upgraded 

service delivery to the customer and 

since Cyber Risk and Technology Risk 

recent past, respective stakeholders 

Team to understand and minimise 

the vulnerability to Cyber Risk and 

Technology Risk.

Operational Risk Assessment

are assigned risk grades (high, medium 

and low) based on the assessments 

Impact is assessed qualitatively and 

quantitatively against the Operational 

reputational, regulatory, human 

resources and business disruption. The 

impact.

and quantitative methodologies and 

operational risks and to provide 

determining appropriate mitigating 

measures.

Operational Risk Mitigation and 

Control

All risks must have mitigation plans 

established to reduce the inherent risks 

risks are prioritised based on assessed 

plans are assigned to owners. Mitigation 

plans are captured and progress is 

monitored. Risk grades are reassessed 

changes in the environment and the 

respect:

 Individual level

 Management control

 Assessments carried out by 

specialist units such as Internal 

Audit, Sharia Audit and Compliance.

 

Supervisory Authorities).

control system.

The Banking industry uses insurance 

as a highly developed operational 

risk management and mitigation tool. 

are reviewed on a periodic basis and 

the same process is monitored by 

Operational Risk Management through 

high severity losses that might occur 

damage to physical assets by natural 

disaster, etc.

Operational Risk Monitoring

process is to monitor unresolved risks 

This involves periodic reassessment 

environment that may increase or 

Risk Management
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Risk reviews on new products, processes 

outsourced service providers are 

undertaken by the Bank. Outsourced 

activities are carried out based on 

on outsourced activities is submitted to 

Details of Outsourced Activities

outsourcing non-critical areas wherever 

possible. With a view to streamline the 

give a competitive advantage, the Bank 

continued to seek outsourcing options. 

Policy is monitored to ensure 

mentioned areas are the outsourced 

Service Basis of Payment

Corporate Web Site Maintenance Per annum

Per Service

Cash Management

Per service transaction / Per assignment

Actuarial Services Per assignment

Central Mail room

Per document

Per assignment

Per annum

Registrars to the Bank Monthly Fee

Per annum

Per annum

Cash Transportation Transport - Per agreed rate based on the 

distance 

Counting - Per bundle

Cheque book printing Per cheque book

Monthly Fee

Central Alarm system

Per carton

Per annum

Managing Operational Risks in New Product Development
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Information Security Risk

Management, Rights Management and 

key customer data and to prevent 

business and customers. The Bank has 

implemented numerous risk mitigation 

techniques to maintain and improve its 

brand value and strengthen business. 

Protection programmes in strengthening 

Business Continuity Management 

deployed a Business Continuity Policy 

which enables it to plan the Business 

Continuity in a desired manner while 

with required responsibilities in order 

to act upon adequately in the event 

regulatory guidelines and best practices 

in BCM. The Bank’s Business Continuity 

Plan (BCP) is structured to ensure 

centralised monitoring & reporting 

is supported by a robust governance 

process.

Risk Management

the Bank proactively put in place a 

plan on systems and people readiness 

which ensured that the Bank’s core 

operations continued with minimal 

interruptions, assisting internal and 

the crisis situation that the country 

All members engaged in critical 

operations were provided with remote 

access to Bank’s networks and worked 

into a lockdown or as and when 

remote locations and arrangements 

operations/processes at the same time.

BCP Testing/Activation Drills

and in line with regulatory requirements.

with business and support units, issues 

encountered, lessons learnt and risk 

mitigation measures adopted during 

the testing process were reported 

to the Regulator with the review 

stipulated deadlines.

The BCPs developed are backed by 

core systems and critical business 

The Business Continuity Management 

as a BCM Steering Committee that 

establishes appropriate strategies and 

BCM Working Committee is appointed 

by the BCM Steering Committee to 

implement the BCM Policy.

The Bank gives primary importance 

In this regard, depending on the crisis 

situation, Management appoints the 

Incident and Crisis Management team 

recovery activities. The Bank’s BCP is 

periodically reviewed to accommodate 

organisational changes and ensure 

Business Continuity Plan is tested 

pandemic, the Bank put in place various 

strategies and processes such as work 

and operations while ensuring strict 

guidelines.


